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IMMI’s Mark Campbell Named to 2019
Tobias Leadership Fellows Program
April 23, 2019
(Westfield, Indiana) – The Randall L. Tobias Center for Leadership Excellence at Indiana University
recently announced their 2019 class of Tobias Fellows, and IMMI’s Mark Campbell, Senior Vice President
of Global Operations, is among them.
The program is an exclusive group gathered to enhance the leadership skills of high talent, experienced
leaders. Mark and his other twenty Fellows will meet for ten sessions throughout the year for innovative
programming designed to develop unique insights into complex issues facing executive-level leaders.
The ability to interact with other executives from public, private, nonprofit, and academic sectors with
experience in civic and organizational leadership is the unique niche of the program. The Tobias
Leadership Center focuses on developing the theory and practice of leaders prepared to examine and
confront the challenges of innovation, impact, and inclusion on their organizations and communities.
Housed on the IUPUI campus, the Tobias Leadership Center is a collaboration among the Kelley School
of Business, Lilly Family School of Philanthropy, School of Public and Environmental Affairs and School of
Education at Indiana University.
Mark Campbell has been with IMMI since 1988 and has held seven notable positions during his tenure
including Manufacturing Engineering Manager and Operations Manager of CAPE (the Center for
Advanced Product Evaluation). Mark is a member of the Society of Manufacturing Engineers and the
Association for Manufacturing Excellence and completed the IU Kelly School of Business’ Kelly
Partnership and Leadership Development program among his various supply chain and lean
certifications.

About IMMI: IMMI® is the trusted, global leader of safety solutions, helping to protect millions of lives every day. For almost sixty years, IMMI
has led the way in developing, designing, testing and manufacturing innovative safety restraints and systems. IMMI’s safety products are found
worldwide on car seats, heavy trucks, school buses, recreational/off road, military, fire/EMS, motor coach, and construction vehicles. Privately
owned, headquartered in Westfield, Indiana and operating seven additional global facilities, IMMI is also home to CAPE®, the world’s leading
state-of-the-art testing facility.

